FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

BVS Releases Yellowjacket®-TABLET for 802.11b/a/n/g Wi-Fi Analysis

METUCHEN, New Jersey. -- September 16, 2008 -- Berkeley Varitronics Systems, Inc., the leader in portable Wi-Fi testing tools, is proud to unveil the latest Yellowjacket 802.11b/a/n/g Wi-Fi analyzer tablet at the Interop 2008 show in New York.

Berkeley’s newest WLAN testing tool, Yellowjacket®-TABLET, is an 802.11 Wi-Fi analyzer that performs RF spectrum analysis continually from 2.0 - 5.9 GHz and also demodulates all 802.11b/a/n/g packets. On the interface side, Yellowjacket®-TABLET utilizes Samsung’s latest and most powerful Q1 Ultra Premium UMPC. Yellowjacket®-TABLET’s calibrated receiver hardware and custom software are the direct result of years of BVS precision engineering.

“We’re proud to continue the Yellowjacket legacy by offering an improved receiver and optimized software interfacing with a beautiful, touch-screen tablet interface.”, says Scott Schober, BVS President & CEO.

Yellowjacket®-TABLET is available now. Call 1-888-737-4287, visit www.bvsystems.com or the BVS Interop New York 2008 BOOTH # 343 for technical and pricing details.

Yellowjacket®-TABLET is a Windows XP® tablet UMPC spectrum analyzer all-in-one system. The calibrated receiver measures between 2.0 - 5.9 GHz covering such popular wireless bands including Wi-Fi, Wi-MAX, ISM, Public Safety, Bluetooth and more. Spectrum analysis features include user selectable power triggers, 3 pairs of markers, spectrogram, histogram, video smoothing, waveform averaging, 1 live trace and up to 4 peak hold waveform traces with peak hold/search. This advanced receiver allows Yellowjacket®-TABLET to sweep any signal and instantly display areas of RF interference. Yellowjacket®-TABLET also sweeps and demodulates all 802.11b/a/n/g packets providing MAC, SSID, SNR, Delay Spread, CFR and more. The Yellowjacket®-TABLET interface offers a large 7” WVGA LCD touch-screen featuring 1.33 GHz Intel Pentium® processor.

About Berkeley Varitronics Systems (www.bvsystems.com or www.bvsystems.eu)

Berkeley Varitronics Systems (www.bvsystems.com) has been providing advanced wireless solutions and products to the domestic and international wireless telecommunications industry for over 35 years. Since 1995, BVS has introduced over 50 unique wireless test devices for a variety of applications including the popular Cellular, iDEN, PCS, CDMA, RFID, WiMAX, 802.11b/a/g & Bluetooth specifications.